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 The Conservation Group for the Prestwood and Kingshill Area 

 

NEWSLETTER 19 

May 2009 
Chair’s Column 
Hello everyone. Spring is here. After a cold and snowy winter it's good to witness the ever-amazing 
recuperative powers of Mother Nature. The countryside is looking lush, butterflies are on the wing, 
Sheepwash has changed from a muddy to a verdant landscape and the new Kiln Common Orchard trees 
have had their first lot of blossom. The only problem is the lawn now needs cutting! Talking of cutting 
lawns there was a strange sight at Boug's Meadow on April 19th. A man was seen using a scythe! Tony 
Marshall was using skills learned many years ago in Norway to give the rapidly growing dock and nettles a 
much needed haircut. We have applied for new grants for Boug's. This is an important and very visible 
project for PN. During the summer there will be a lot of work parties to try and get on top of the 
meadow weeds. PLEASE come and give us a hand. It’s fun to learn to scythe. The end product should be a 
lovely wildflower meadow and a pretty copse with footpath.  

We now have our first paid employee. Chris Bartlett started work as our Project Coordinator in 
April. He works the equivalent of one day per week. Between now and October he will work alongside 
Tony Marshall. He will eventually take over most of Tony's current secretarial work. Chris is now the 
main contact for PN business and can be contacted on admin@prestwoodnature.org.uk or 01494 864178 
(preferably 3 to 6pm Monday to Thursday). Tony will continue to be the contact for natural history 
sightings, records or identification issues. Welcome aboard Chris! 

Jenny Smith (our tireless Membership Secretary) reports that membership numbers are still on 
the up. We now have 166 adults and 26 children. Thank you all. PN membership brings with it a host of 
outdoor activities, all FREE. In this recessionary climate make the most of the events listing. (If you 
haven't been to a working farm I can thoroughly recommend the visit to Ian Waller's farm on Sunday 
June 7th).            John Obee 
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From the Editor 

Familiarity with our local patch is rewarded at 
this time of year as renewed life shows itself in 
its usual place. Bluebells are in the woods, 
moschatel are in the hedges, swallows are in the 
skies.   PN is online at last. Please visit our new 
website www.prestwoodnature.org.uk and let us 
know what you think of it.  Enjoy! 

 

 
Man with scythe (photo V. Marshall) 
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MEMBERS’ NEWS 
George Lewis saw his first ladybird of the year 
on 25 January. Unfortunately, we’ve hardly seen 
any since! If we don’t start seeing more soon 
then we don’t only have an impending ecological 
disaster, it’s already happened. One ladybird 
does not make a summer - nor does one swallow, 
but there have been plenty of them at least, 
with my first notification on 18 April from David 
Cann, although I am sure they were here before 
then. Moreover, it is turning out to be a much 
better year for butterflies, which have been 
more numerous than the last couple of years. 
Mandy Cotton reported four Brimstones on 27 
February and George Lewis a Comma on 15 
March. Chris Bartlett and I have had trouble 
tracing amphibians this year, their timing 
different from last year because of the harder 
winter. I saw the first Frogs in my garden pond 
on 28 February and saw my first spawn on 1 
March in next door’s pond. All but one of my 
frogs left without spawning – they obviously 
preferred my neighbour’s pond. This may have 
been because it is shallower and less weedy, and 
therefore warms up more quickly. However, I 
was compensated by my first record ever of a 
breeding Palmate Newt in my pond on 26 April. 
Newts have much better taste than frogs. 
 As usual at this time of year most 
interesting reports were of unusual avifauna. 
Ravens were seen around by Susan Devlin at the 
beginning of January in Great Kingshill and 
George Lewis saw one over Perks Lane on 26 
January. Can we hope for our first nesting and 
happy event soon? After I saw a Little Egret fly 
across the Amersham by-pass in front of me, 
John Obee said there had been several at 
Shardeloes and he saw one actually in our area 
at Deep Mill on 1 February. While they have 
become common around our coast recently, they 
now seem to be spreading inland, although 
perhaps only in the winter. 

Even more surprising was a pair of Stone-
curlews on ploughed land at Martinsend on 27 
February, seen closely by Ian Waller. Despite 
much searching the rest of the day, nobody else 
was lucky enough to catch a glimpse and we have 
to conclude they were only on the way to their 

nearest nesting-grounds on the Berkshire 
Downs. The Lapwings stayed, however, and they 
have successfully nested once again on Ian’s 
farm. Ring-necked Parakeets have been breeding 
in noisy colonies not far south and east of us for 
decades, but have surprisingly not spread here. 
But perhaps they are about to, after John 
Fletcher saw one in his garden in Great 
Missenden on 15 May. They will be a mixed 
blessing – one reason why John and Marilyn 
moved out of London was to escape them! 

After our report of our first wryneck by 
Mike Collard in the last newsletter I got a 
message from Pam Middleton of a confirmed 
sighting in Nags Head Lane on 26 April 2006, so 
this takes precedence. Sorry, Mike. 

Many people have noticed a small all-black 
“bumble-bee” this spring going round the 
flowers. It is in fact a solitary bee (see p.10) 
called a “Hairy-footed Flower-bee”. They have 
been around for several years, but perhaps they 
are getting more numerous. Annette Headley 
was the first to report one on 14 April. Chris 
Bartlett reported two moths, Early Thorn and 
The Streamer in April. Joy Mead gave me a 
photo of an unusual white bracket fungus, one 
bracket piled up above another, on an old pine 
tree along Hobbshill Lane. This was Postia 
stiptica, Bitter Bracket, which we have only had 
twice before, in Lodge Wood in 1984 and 1999. 

My greatest surprise occurred as I was 
writing this column. Val (looking for that elusive 
ladybird) discovered the first orchid we have 
had in our garden, a Twayblade.  This is in our 
front “meadow” and shows how leaving the grass 
and flowers to grow and mowing only in late July 
results in a habitat of increasing biodiversity. 

Lastly, from a non-member, graminologist 
Angus Idle, who was observant enough to spot 
Reflexed Saltmarsh-grass on the roadside on 
Cryers Hill. Far from its normal seaside haunts 
it was presumably transported here as seed on 
the tyres of lorries and is able to survive 
because of salting of the roads, which is 
changing the ecology of neighbouring verges. 
Can’t you just sit on the kerb at Cryers Hill and 
smell the ozone!   

Tony Marshall 
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PROJECT COORDINATOR 
Chris Bartlett joined us in a part-time paid 
capacity from 6th April. We needed someone to 
take over the coordinating role performed by 
Tony Marshall in a voluntary capacity. Tony is 
leaving the PN Council at the next AGM, as the 
maximum 6 years allowed in our Constitution will 
then be up. While he will still be concerned with 
natural history recording for PN, he is taking 
the opportunity to catch up on other aspects of 
his life that have been neglected since 2003.  

We were able to obtain two grants, from 
the Esmée Fairburn Foundation and the Bucks 
Foundation. Chris was chosen after interviewing 
three impressive applicants in March.  
 Some of you will already know Chris. He 
coordinates our Butterfly Transect, attends 
some of our work-parties, and is a coordinator 
for the Bucks Amphibian and Reptile Group. His 
past career suits him well to the post, with a 
lifetime interest in natural history, particularly 
insects and reptiles. He is a member of 
Butterfly Conservation, and he has carried out 
research on biting flies. His work experience has 
included team-management, and his current 
“other job” as a scientific technician at Holmer 
Green School may well lead to PN getting 
involved with the school. Chris has wide-ranging 
interests, although whether star-gazing and 
amateur radio will find applications in our work 
remains to be seen! 
 Chris’s wife Angie works as a nurse at 
Chiltern Hospital. Both Chris and Angie were 
born and lived most of their lives in the 
Prestwood area, so they know the countryside 
well and have seen it pass through many changes. 
Chris particularly misses clouds of butterflies 
once common in the meadows. He is an 
enthusiastic supporter of our work and will help 
carry us forward in what is likely to be 
“interesting times”. 

Chris writes: I have been working alongside Tony 
Marshall mainly learning the basic administration 
required to keep Prestwood Nature running. I have 
created several new project proposals, concerning 
ponds and improving the breeding site of a locally 
scarce butterfly, the White Letter Hairstreak. In 
addition I have been working with Tony on the Living 

Tapestry project, a blue-print for how Prestwood 
Nature will work in the future, to be revealed at the 

AGM in November. 

 
Chris with his butterfly net 

 

ACTIVITIES REPORTS 
SOIL POLLUTION: THE OPAL SURVEY 
Five members have been contributing to the 
first of the national OPAL surveys to determine 
the degree of pollution in different parts of 
Britain. This survey is using soil analysis and the 
presence of worms as indicators. We selected a 
range of sites in our area to give wide 
geographical coverage, different soil types and 
different land-usage. Initial ones are already 
showing patterns. 

Adult worms have so far been found in 
the soil only in quicker-draining cultivated 
ground (not established grassland or woodland). 
There were none where there were obvious signs 
of pollution, such as pieces of glass or brick, or 
in the drier soils. 

Taking all worms, adult and immature, the 
totals were associated with pH (acidity) of the 
soil. Sites where there were at least 2 worms 
averaged pH 6 (just below neutral), whereas 
those with one or none averaged 5.5, more acid. 
In this case worms were found in cultivated and 
grassland sites, but still not in woodland soil 
(although worms could be found in leaf litter and 
under logs). Numbers also tended to be higher 
where there were more roots, the soil was 
unpolluted and of higher density or firmness. 

For what is meant to be a basically chalk 
district, the pH readings were surprisingly low, 
with 7 (neutral) being the highest reading so 
far, whereas one would expect over 7 at many of 
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the places we sampled. This seems to indicate 
extensive acidification of our soils, which could 
be from industrial pollution (where we may still 
be suffering from the effects of half a century 
ago), vehicle exhausts, or agricultural sprays. 
This finding, if confirmed, would explain why an 
area that used to have high numbers of rare 
chalk-loving orchids, has lost virtually all of 
them over the last 60 or 70 years. 

These are only tentative findings at the 
moment, and it will be interesting to see what 
results we get from the four later surveys we 
are due to carry out over this year and next. In 
the autumn we shall be looking at lichens and air 
pollution, and we shall again welcome any offers 
of help. In this case it should at least not involve 
getting one’s hands muddy!          Tony Marshall 
 

GLOW-WORM TRANSECT 

With warmer summer evenings approaching we 
shall soon resume our glow-worm transect at 
Prestwood Picnic Site.  

We have recorded the number of glow-
worms found here over the last two years to 
gain a better understanding of their life cycle 
during the breeding season from June to August. 
Approximately 400m of the picnic site is walked 
between 10pm and 11pm, starting from the verge 
by Hampden road.  

Last year the first two glow-worms were 
observed on the verge on 17 June, 20 days 
earlier than the first sightings in 2007.  

The only males to be seen in either years’ 
transects were on the evening of 24 June 2008. 
Two males and two females were recorded on 
the grass bank by the car park. The following 
week the ground was dry and hard and no insects 
were evident. However, three days later, on a 
damp and windy evening, four females were 
observed on the hillside above. 

During the second week in July the grass 
surrounding the car park and the road side verge 
was cut very short. As a result no further glow-
worms were recorded in those two sections until 
21 August. Even though females retire to the 
ground during the day, mowing could still affect 
their chances of survival. The grass clippings 
were also left to form a damp thatch, which 

would have halted the efforts of even the most 
determined female glow-worm. During the last 
two weeks of July, when we enjoyed some finer 
weather, only solitary glow-worms were 
recorded during two visits to the site. Damper 
conditions returned a week later and three 
insects were recorded.  On 5 August the site 
was visited at 11pm when three glow-worms were 
observed. Half an hour later the same night, 
during a downpour, no glow-worms were seen. 
This suggests males do not fly during wet 
weather and so the females do not glow.  

On 14 August, another evening when the 
ground was damp underfoot, five glow-worms, 
the largest number recorded last year, were 
observed. On the 17 August three were still 
glowing. The last three glow-worms of the 
season were sighted on 21 August, including one 
on the bank besides the car park.  

For the past two years all sightings have 
been plotted on a map of the site. On several 
occasions this has suggested that females glow 
for several days at a time. To improve the 
reliability of this assumption it is proposed that 
the observer will visit the site each evening for 
a week when the count is at its peak. Where 
possible white garden pegs will be used to mark 
the insect’s position. We also intend surveying 
the picnic site during September when the 
immature larvae, which also glow at night, are 
thought to be active. 

It is also hoped that we might persuade 
Wycombe District council to adjust their grass 
cutting programme so that more glow worms 
might use the road verge and car park through 
the breeding season.   

Anyone interested in seeing glow-worms 
should note that there will be an opportunity to 
see them during the evening visit to Ian Waller’s 
Farm on 1st July. 
     Ian Taylor 
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GREEN LANES 
“Green lanes” have been in the news in the last 
few years because of the threat of opening 
many of them to motor-vehicles (BOATs: “By-
ways Open to All Traffic”). None of the 
applications locally have so far succeeded and we 
are currently optimistic that they will be 
preserved as peaceful bridleways. PN has been 
involved in fighting this threat, and member 
Marilyn Fletcher has devoted a great deal of her 
time to doing so. 
 This therefore seemed an appropriate 
time to look at our green lanes heritage and a 
couple of walks have already been held, in April 
and May, when the spring flowers are at their 
best. The first was in the neighbourhood of 
north Prestwood and Cobblershill and the second 
above Little Missenden. 
 All these lanes are survivals from the 
Middle Ages. On the steepest slopes the paths 
have been worn down by centuries of feet and 
cart-wheels as much as six feet below the 
bordering hedges, providing banks that are 
excellent for many plants. Our countryside is 
networked with these ancient routes, some of 
which have become the modern paved roads of 
today. Where these have not been over-widened 
and the banks destroyed even these paved lanes 
preserve some of the old vegetation, but the 
best today are those that have resisted 
modernisation. 

Looking at a map one is struck by the vast 
number of these old lanes, often quite close 
together (e.g. between Little Missenden and 
Holmer Green). Only a few of these are 
important for modern traffic – why did they 
need so many in the past? Did they really need 
seven routes up the hill from the tiny village of 
Little Missenden to the equally small (in those 
days) Holmer Green? The answer is partly that 
when most travellers would have been on foot, 
even going a kilometre further to reach the next 
lane would have been an appreciable burden, 
although hardly noticeable in a car. The other 
answer lies in the pattern of clearance of land 
for fields in Anglo-Saxon times. In this area 
there was little communal ownership, the strip-
farming system common in many other parts of 

Britain, except in meadows close to settlements. 
Each owner had whole fields, but having to be 
entirely self-sufficient, they each had to have 
something of everything – river meadow, drier 
pasture, arable land, woodland - and the soils 
vary in their suitability as you climb the slopes. 
So each owner created wide strips of land 
stretching from the river right up to the tops of 
the hills. The natural access to these was via 
paths along their boundaries, and these would 
also provide routes for travellers passing 
through. Hence each strip of land, averaging a 
half a kilometre or so wide, was bounded by a 
green lane. 
 Each field was surrounded by a hedgerow, 
either specially created or left as a relic of 
cleared woodland, the most efficient self-
maintaining system for containing stock. Thus 
each green lane was bordered by a banked 
hedge, usually managed until a hundred years 
ago, by “laying”, the system of cutting almost 
through a sapling and bending it over, weaved 
among other coppiced saplings left erect, which 
created an impenetrable hedge as each 
horizontal branch sent up vertical shoots at 
regular intervals. Hornbeam and hazel were 
particularly amenable to this treatment. Today 
one can see remnants of centuries-old hedge-
laying all around our area in the form of thick 
horizontal boughs that bend repeatedly upwards 
into vertical trunks. They are very common along 
the green lanes. 
 As a natural habitat a green lane is 
essentially a double hedgerow with banks, very 
shady during the summer. Their conditions best 
approximate old woodland, and thus often 
provide a last refuge for woodland plants that 
have become rare through over-management 
(and more recently under-management) of our 
remaining woods. The steep banks also provide a 
micro-habitat that suits a range of plants from 
those in deeper loam on the stable tops and 
those enjoying less competition on the unstable 
vertical facies. 
 One of the most typical of the green lane 
plants is now rare in our woods, but we saw it on 
the banks of all the green lanes we walked. It is 
the strange Moschatel, our only representative 
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of a family of plants quite unlike any other. It 
forms patches, close to the ground, of yellow-
green three-lobed leaves, above which in spring 
it raises small pale yellow flower-heads, each 
consisting of five flowers, one pointing in each 
of the four cardinal directions and one pointing 
directly upwards, together in the form of a 
cube, giving it the alternative name “town-hall 
clock”. Its seeds are spread by snails and slugs, 
for which the hedgerows provide moist shelter. 
 Other woodland flowers abound along 
most of these lanes – a riot in spring of blue, 
yellow, green and white. Along paved lanes this 
variety is reduced by pollution from exhausts 
and damage to the banks for vehicles to pass. 
 Kingstreet Lane (a designated County 
Wildlife Site) was particularly interesting. It 
had one clump of the rare semi-shrub called 
Spurge-laurel, which flowers secretively 
beneath evergreen leaves and produces black 
berries in the summer. It also had a large colony 
(the only one in our area) of Toothwort, a 
leafless pale parasite on the roots of the hazel 
hedges, the spikes standing like a crowd of 
ghosts. Featherbed Lane has one of the few 
large colonies of Red Campion in our area, a 
common enough plant in most of England. 
 The shady moist conditions particularly 
suit ferns, for which our dry region is not 
especially good. Soft Shield-fern grew along 
Greenlands Lane and Broombarn Lane, and Lady 
Fern along the old track running parallel to 
these up through Rignall Wood. While trees in 
our woods were generally harvested before they 
achieved a great age, along our old hedgerows 
some still survive, including along our green 
lanes. Our largest holly, with a girth nearly 2½ 
metres, grows along Greenlands Lane, as well as 
two oaks with girths over 3 metres. Kings Lane 
has an ash of 3.4m and an oak of 4.2m, while it 
used to have a beech far bigger than these, old 
enough to have its own name – King’s Beech, but 
this was lost around the 1960s and I cannot find 
anyone with memories of it. It used to stand by 
the junction with Rignall Road. Just outside 
Holmer Green along Featherbed Lane is another 
old oak of 4.28m. These are all still in good 
health, although where the odd bough dies back 

they support wood-boring beetles, like the 
bright red Cardinal Beetle we saw along 
Kingstreet Lane. The dappled light of these 
lanes is also agreeable to butterflies like 
speckled wood, comma and orange-tip. 
 Two spots along our walks deserve special 
mention. Along Mapridge Green Lane is a strange 
triangular field, now young-growth woodland. 
The northern section is carpeted with Pignut, a 
parsley-like plant indicative of ancient meadows 
and woods, which was once used for food for 
both pigs and humans, its roots producing tubers 
with a nutty flavour. This field is the site of a 
long-vanished isolated hamlet called Maples 
Green, although no trace of any buildings 
remains above ground. There were several 
families there in the 18th century, but it was 
virtually deserted by 1850. There seem to be no 
documentary records, so we shall probably never 
know who lived there. Perhaps it was a site for 
travellers, coming for the seasonal fruit-picking, 
as another green lane nearby is called Gypsy 
Lane. Maybe the lack of remains indicates that 
they lived in caravans or temporary wooden 
shacks. Perhaps the wealth of pignut there 
showed that they encouraged it as a source of 
wild food for themselves or their stock. 
 As one descends Featherbed Lane, along 
a steep portion between Langley’s and Haleacre 
Woods, the path is littered with huge flints and 
large stones of a hard rock like limestone. This 
is because here it passes through a narrow band 
of “chalk-rock”, a type of chalk that was once 
quarried as building-stone. Not breaking down as 
readily as the usual chalk, it is associated with 
thin soils, as often occur on limestone. And, sure 
enough, here we found on the bank a fern, 
Hartstongue, that is common enough in 
limestone areas, but here is usually only found in 
old chalk quarries or on the walls of churches. 
Here it found the right combination of thin soil 
(and hence reduced competition from other 
plants) and moist shade. 
 Our green lanes are undoubtedly 
precious.   Tony Marshall 
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PROJECTS 
Sheepwash We continue to monitor the plants 
and wildlife at this pond. A pair of mallards 
reared at least five chicks, although all of them 
seem to have been taken one by one, probably by 
a variety of predators. It may seem sad, but 
mallards continue to thrive and it is all a 
necessary part of the chain of life. Safer for 
the moment is the blue tit brood in one of our 
nest-boxes, donated by Paul Moore and put up 
high in the old trees by Ian Waller. A gravid 
female palmate newt was found just entering the 
pond, so we presume they are breeding there. A 
colony of Red Mason Bees have made their 
homes in the clay and stone habitat we created 
beneath the dipping platform, and we have also 
seen frogs disappearing under here. An 
interesting sight was a new hoverfly for the 
area Chalcosyrphus nemorum, whose larvae live 
under the bark of newly-felled trees beside 
water. It could not have found a more ideal 
habitat! The question is how did it find it so soon 
and how far did it have to come? We netted a 
good number of water-beetles on 9 April, with 
Chris Bartlett finding a Great Diving Beetle. 
Several former plants have come back of their 
own accord from buried seed, including gorse 
that had been crowded out by holly. 

One depressing thing has been having our 
notice-board broken and then broken again 
immediately after being repaired, obviously 
deliberately. We have now replaced the Perspex 
with polycarbonate of the type used to make 
riot-shields, kindly donated by Keith Howell. 
Thanks to Mark Pickard for patiently repairing 
the board. Some dog-walkers are also 
encouraging their dogs to enter the pond by 
throwing in sticks, and one dog was seen in the 
water continually for half an hour. By which time 
huge quantities of mud had been churned up with 
untold damage to plants and animals and spoiling 
the beauty of the pond for others. While we are 
keen that people should enjoy the pond (and very 
many do), we shall have to try to discourage 
unthinking abuses of this sort. We hope to have 
our first pond-dipping event for children soon. 

 

Boug’s Meadow We are applying for funding to 
really tackle this site over this summer and the 
next. We are planning to dig out the 
accumulated soil in the stream-bed, carry out 
monthly scything of the meadow and the nettles 
across the whole site, erect a stouter fence 
beside the car park and plant several hedgerows 
along the boundaries. A native wildflower and 
grass seed mix will be applied to the meadow. 
Previous applications of hay cuttings have 
resulted in knapweeds and cowslips getting a 
hold, and we hope soon to get on top of the 
coarser plants. 
 
White-letter hairstreak hedge PN Council have 
agreed that we should seek modest funding for 
maintaining the hedge near SS Peter & Paul 
Church, Great Missenden, where this is a colony 
of this nationally protected butterfly. We also 
hope to get permission from neighbouring 
landowners to extend the hedge. The butterfly 
primarily needs elm, and we shall be planting 
more of this, but they also need certain nectar 
plants that we shall also encourage. Peter 
Daltry, George Lewis, Tony Marshall and Chris 
Bartlett are the leaders on this project, and 
they have collectively been surveying the site 
and formulating recommendations for its 
protection. 
 

 
 
Perks Lane Picnic Site Changes in staffing at 
Wycombe Rangers have delayed production of a 
new management plan for this site, which is now 
seriously deteriorating. We continue to press 
for a resolution of these problems and are keen 
to obtain more involvement in managing what is 
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the best chalk grassland site left in our area. 
Not all is gloom, as we have this year re-
discovered kidney vetch, unrecorded here since 
1987. It is important as the food-plant for some 
of our rarer butterflies. We are also keen that 
management of this site should be linked with 
Virginia Deradour’s neighbouring field, which 
improves as a wildlife habitat from year to year.   
 

Kiln Common Orchard Most of the trees are 
doing well, although a minor infestation of 
caterpillars has affected some of the pears. All 
the plaques naming each variety are now in place. 
The plants we put in have been flowering and will 
soon spread. We shall plant over a dozen more 
trees this autumn, as we already have a good 
waiting list of sponsors. By then we shall be 
approaching the limit of the space we have been 
allowed, so we are still on the alert for other 
potential sites, especially ones where there are 
still remnants of older orchards. Thanks to 
Susan Devlin, Tony Marshall, Helen Matthews 
and John Parker for donating money towards 
ground plants.    

Tony Marshall 
 

ABOUT BEES 
{Joy Mead’s Book Review Imagine a World without 
Bees (PNNews Jan 2009) prompted this informative 
article about bees and a member’s account of her 
recent experiences with swarms. Thank you all - Ed.} 
 

There are three types of bees common around 
Prestwood, with quite different life-cycles. 
  Honey bees (Apis mellifera) have been in 
the news recently with reports of colonies dying 
out. They are the only bees that overwinter as a 
full colony with the queen and workers clustered 
together in the hive keeping the temperature 
inside at the optimum of 37ºC. As soon as the 
weather starts to warm up you may see the bees 
out on short foraging trips looking mainly for 
water and pollen. There is little nectar available 
early in the year but if the bees find any they 
take it into the hive. The queen starts to lay 
eggs and the larvae will be fed with the pollen 
and nectar. They develop into the next 
generation of bees ready to forage the plants as 

they come into flower in spring. In doing this the 
bees are also pollinating the plants they visit. 
 As the colony gets bigger the bees will 
start making preparations to swarm, as this is 
how they increase the numbers of colonies. 
When they are ready the queen leaves the hive 
with about half the bees and settles in a nearby 
tree; scout bees are sent out to find a site for 
the colony and when one is found the whole 
swarm takes off to fly to their new home. Back 
in the old hive they have left behind a 
developing queen which will emerge in due 
course, mate and build up a new colony. Due to 
the diseases infecting the bees it is unlikely 
that a swarm colony will survive in the wild for 
very long, so if you see a swarm in the area 
please let a bee keeper know either through the 
District Council, via the Mid Bucks Beekeepers 
Association www.mbbka.org.uk or High Wycombe 
Beekeepers Association www.hwbka.co.uk. The 
beekeeper will be happy to collect the swarm 
and set it up in a new hive. 

The only bumble bees that survive the 
winter are the queens. They can be seen on warm 
days in early spring looking for locations to make 
a nest. They prefer an existing hole such as an 
old mouse nest and when they have found one 
the queen will start to build a comb and lay eggs 
which will develop into worker bees. They will 
soon be busy foraging for nectar and pollen to 
feed to the brood. We have already seen 
Bombus terrestris, B. pascuorum, B. hortorum, B. 
lucorum, B. hypnorum and B. lapidarius in our 
garden this year. 

Solitary bees are the third type of bee 
and they survive the winter in a cocoon. The 
bees emerge in spring and mate; then the fertile 
female seeks out a suitable site in which to lay 
her eggs, surrounding them each with enough 
food for development to adulthood. The larva 
develops into an adult inside the cocoon from 
which it will emerge the following spring. Osmia 
rufa (Red Mason Bee) is one of the solitary bees 
often seen [see the report on the Sheepwash]. 

     Vanessa Rickett 
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PHOTO PAGE 

 
Great Diving Beetle at the Sheepwash © Peter Hodge (see p7) 

 

 
Moschatel, common along our Green Lanes (see pp5-6) 

 

 
Toothwort (see pp5-6) 

 

 
Old coppiced stump along Kingstreet Lane (see pp5-6) 

 

 

 

 
Comb left by Marilyn’s bee-swarm © Maril;yn Fletcher (see p10) 

 
 

 

 

 
Working at Boug’s Meadow, May 2009 

 
 

 

 

 
Bitter Bracket fungus on old pine © Joy Mead (see p2) 
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The Gathering Swarm? 

During the third week of April this year dozens 
of honey bees invaded our bathroom through the 
damaged hose and grille of an extractor fan. A 
few days later they were agitatedly buzzing in 
the roof space. We could hear them through the 
cracks around the loft hatch.  

If left, it was going to be a take-over. 
They were entering through a hole in the soffit 
and forming a nest somewhere behind it. Could 
they be saved? An expert beekeeper was called. 
Sadly, the nest was inaccessible and had to be 
poisoned. We hope they scarpered. 

At noon on the very same summery day, 
we spotted a swarm in the wild for only the 
second time in 14 years since living in Great 
Missenden. It was eight feet off the ground in 
an evergreen bush, and was initially a nucleus of 
rapidly moving bees in the centre of a large dark 
cloud of zooming noisy individuals. 

 

 
 
My husband John and daughter Kate are 

very amateur beekeepers, currently with an 
empty hive in the back garden. Our one and only 
bought colony succumbed to disease some years 
ago. This was their first attempt to collect bees 
from the wild. 

After calming down, the swarm assumed a 
long compact conical shape (pointed end 
downward) hanging from some leafy twigs. A 
small number of quiet airborne bees surrounded 
the cone. It seemed easier to cut the twigs with 
the swarm clinging to them in order to drop it 
into the upheld cardboard box, since the bees 
were so closely mingled with the bush. The box 
containing the swarm was then inverted onto an 
old sheet lying in a sunny spot near the original 
site. One edge was propped up to let the many 

remaining individuals join the swarm. At dusk the 
plan was to collect the box, complete with 
stragglers, cover it with the sheet and put it 
near our hive. The bees apparently march up the 
sheet draped over an inclined plank into the hive 
– textbook stuff. 

Whilst the frames for the beehive were 
hastily being made up, it was found that the 
whole lot had absconded! It was later explained 
to me by an expert that honey bees are wild 
animals which we attempt to manage. If they 
don’t like your Somerfield cardboard box, scouts 
are sent out to find a better home. But they had 
left something behind: an irregularly shaped 
piece of honeycomb 10 inches across, hanging 
from a nearby branch like a large Christmas tree 
decoration. It would have formed a tempting 
treat for an English Brown Bear in a long-ago 
food chain. Bees apparently make these combs 
as a temporary home whilst looking for perfect 
accommodation. Consequently it is likely that 
this swarm did not come from our roof. 

We hope these sightings are the sign of a 
come-back of the honey bee, whose scarcity has 
reminded all of us of our dependency. 

Marilyn Fletcher 
 
 

THE MAGPIE 
‘Good morning, Mr. Magpie’. This is what folklore 
would have us say as we raise our hat or touch 
our forelock to any lonely magpie we see, 
irrespective of the time of day. 

This servile greeting is supposed to 
protect us from the mystic power of the magpie. 
Everyone knows the first few lines of the 
country poem about magpies 
 “One for sorrow, two for joy 
 Three for a girl, and four for a boy” 
but few know the other numerous lines.  

The magpie, Pica pica is the bird everyone 
loves to hate. Their cocky, arrogant image and 
seeming abundance force all of us into forming 
an opinion. To judge by the number found on 
farmers’ gibbets the gamekeepers’ view is 
extremely negative. So what do we know about 
this bird? 
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A member of the crow family Corvidae, 
its ‘cousins’ include jays, rooks, jackdaws, ravens, 
choughs and crows. The name magpie derives 
from the bird’s colouring, which, although 
predominately black and white i.e. pied, includes 
some subtle greens and purples in its typical 18 
inch length. 

Our only large black-and-white land bird 
is handsome and distinctive but not the best of 
fliers and, although capable of lots of noise, 
mostly raucous chatter, they have no song as 
such. They can produce a ‘chuckle’ or two and a 
slightly musical ‘chook chook’ during spring 
gatherings. 

The one that seems to ‘lord’ it over our 
garden walks, hops and indeed positively struts 
the length of our rooftop practising all these 
unmelodious sounds. When joined by its 
numerous mates all hell breaks loose and our 
resident squirrels ‘chatter’ along with them. 

When I was a boy magpies were very 
much birds of the countryside, not the garden. 
They favoured thickets and scrub. Now they are 
everywhere and are obviously very adaptable. 
The preferred site for their domed nest is a 
medium to large tree. Using only their bills they 
build it out of thorny twigs and sticks with mud, 
hair and plant material. The dome and a single 
opening help guard the 6 to 8 eggs/young from 
unwelcome visitors, including other members of 
the crow family.  

The magpie is very much a social bird. 
Small flocks, especially family orientated, are 
common. Large groups are to be found at popular 
roosts (often with jackdaws) and at spring 
gatherings. 

The principle reason for their 
unpopularity is their habit of taking eggs and 
young of game and song birds for food. Like 
burglars they also have the nerve to return to 
the scene of the crime and repeat the offence! 
They usually carry out this grisly work in pairs 
and systematically survey and raid a given piece 
of geography – often our gardens! Some species 
of bird, notably doves and thrushes, band 
together and fight them off. 

Extensive scientific research apparently 
shows that their predatory antics do not 

seriously affect songbird populations but when I 
see the numerous broken egg shells and dead 
youngsters I still get emotive. They eat just 
about anything edible including insects, seeds, 
fruit and carrion. They are extremely adept at 
taking off just before a vehicle reaches them at 
road carrion and reappearing in the rear view 
mirror a few seconds later! 

On holiday in Pembrokeshire I was 
witness to further examples of their eating 
habits. They pecked through the milkman’s 
plastic containers and raided the contents and 
also cleared up any food left in the dog bowls on 
our cottage patio. I am told they also like to 
have a go at egg cartons on doorsteps and pick 
over fresh garbage at refuse tips. 

 
 

 
 
They are highly intelligent birds and have 

been kept as ‘performing’ pets. Folklore has it 
that they steal bright jewellery, hence ‘The 
Thieving Magpie’ whose notoriety and ability to 
steal necklaces were a feature of Rossini’s 
tragic opera with its wonderful overture. 

Whatever your opinion of magpies I hope 
you see most of them in pairs and if it is a lone 
one, don’t forget to say ‘Good Morning, Mr. 
Magpie!’     John Obee 

 

ALIENS IN PRESTWOOD  
Chapter 4 Squirrels & other unwelcome guests  

(Final excerpt from Peter Daltrey’s research) 
Grey Squirrels were originally introduced in the 
19th century from North America and are doing 
very well over here. They build large untidy 
nests [dreys] which are easily found. They enjoy 
stripping bark off trees - sycamore and beech 
are favourites but they are not too choosy - to 
get to the saccharin rich sap. They also like to 
raid garden bird-feeders. 
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Red-Necked Wallaby or Bennett’s Wallaby is 
a marsupial commonly kept in zoos. There is a 
free-ranging colony in Whipsnade of about 400-
600 animals [just a hop-skip-and-a-jump away 
from Prestwood!]. There used to be a well-known 
colony in Derbyshire but this has thought to 
have died out now. A few years back there were 
unconfirmed reports from Denner Hill. A distant 
photograph taken last year of animals at 
Wendover station suggests they are still around. 
Mink first escaped from a fur farm in 1929 but 
it was not until 1956 that recorded breeding 
took place, and since then the population has 
increased dramatically. In one area surveyed 
they showed a 50% increase in population in 7 
years. They have a preference for areas 
bounded by water and have been directly linked 
with the devastating decline of native water-
vole populations. Within the Prestwood area 
there are no records, but the River Misbourne 
would be an ideal conduit so it may only be a 
matter of time. 
Panthers Every area of the country probably 
has their own ‘’large cat’’ mystery. I recall a few 
years ago we had the ‘’Cat of Hughenden Valley’’ 
or something similar, I have not heard of 
anything recently and the ‘animal’ has probably 
gone to join its friends on Bodmin Moor.  
However, there could be one just round the 
corner. 
 

 
 
Other introduced species (no relation to 

our area) include Lesser White-Toothed Shrew, 
Coypu, Reindeer, and Wild Boar. 

As you can see from this and the 
preceding three articles, there is a surprising 
number of alien species and I have not included 
ponies, cattle, sheep and goats or dogs and cats. 
Whilst I may have taken a light-hearted view of 
our fauna in some cases we would be much 
poorer without some of them. Conversely, we will 

be much poorer as a result of others that are 
having devastating effects on our indigenous 
flora.  In their natural environment all animals 
have natural checks on their increases. For a 
species such as the Muntjac the only predator 
here would seem to be the car.  
     Peter Daltry 

 

 
 

SCYTHES, RAKES AND SMOCKS 
With our commitment to the management of 
various sites in mind, the need to avoid relying 
on continual funding, and wanting to act in as 
“green” a way as possible, PN has recently 
invested in new tools that will replace machinery 
like polluting petrol-mowers with “pure” hand-
labour.   
 On our reserves it will become 
increasingly common to see our volunteers 
scything their way through long grass and 
collecting the cuttings with traditional English 
hay rakes, while billhooks and Irish slashers deal 
with the more recalcitrant scrub.  It could look 
like the Middle Ages if only we had purchased 
smocks as well.  With various economic and 
ecological crises looming, it may be that this will 
eventually be the way that everyone has to go. 
 We have purchased two scythes from a 
farm in Somerset that imports the steel blades 
from Austria, the only country where they are 
still made.  The snaths (shafts) are made 
according to the traditional continental design 
(slightly different arrangement of the handles 
from the old English type) and balance 
beautifully when wielded by an “expert” hand, 
such that they cut a wide swathe smoothly with 
minimal effort and strain.  Members are 
welcome to join our scything work-parties and 
learn how to wield these wonderful old 
instruments.  It has been a long wait for Tony 
Marshall to be able to make use of the skills he 
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learned as a student during a summer spent on a 
Norwegian farm in the Arctic 45 years ago! 
 

 
    Tony raking hay in Norway 1964.  (Note scythe hanging in tree!) 

 
We cannot leave the cuttings down, as this would 
increase nutrients in the soil and encourage 
coarse weeds, so we have purchased genuine old 
English wooden hay-rakes from the last person 
making them in Britain, an elderly farmer in the 
wilds of Cumbria, John Rudd.  A similar chap in 
Kent has recently retired after losing the use of 
his arms, and he is sad that he cannot even give 
away the old machinery used in manufacturing 
these rakes.  We would like to think that we are 
doing our bit to aid the survival of these old 
crafts, but we fear it is now too little too late, 
unless other conservation organisations follow 
suit. 
 We have also purchased a hand-mower 
and plan to order a range of instruments for 
cutting scrub that should be more efficient and 
labour-saving than the loppers we have been 
using so far. All we now need is for all the fit 
among you (and those who want to get fit!) to 
join our work-parties (which include all ages 
from teens to might-have-beens) and enjoy the 
feel of working close to the land. There is 
nothing more satisfying! 
 
 
 

OBITUARY 

John Knight 
We were sad to hear of the death of John 
Knight on Good Friday 10 April this year. John 
was a farmer at Road Farm, Great Missenden, 
which he worked together with his son David. 
Members of PN who went on our visit to John’s 
farm a couple of years ago will remember him 
fondly, as well as the antics of the young 
sheepdog he was just training at the time. A 
lively character, he loved to show off his 
traditional mixed Chiltern farm and explaining it 
to everyone. He did a lot for wildlife through 
the government Higher Level Stewardship 
scheme, restoring chalk grassland and 
hedgerows on his farm (see The Source HP16 
April 2008). He also played a full part in the 
community, for a long time acting as farming 
adviser to the Chiltern Society, and in recent 
years active in Rotary, Great Missenden. I well 
remember his contribution to a meeting John 
Obee and I organised in Great Missenden, 
before the days of Prestwood Nature, to 
publicise the problems faced by farmers in the 
Chilterns and their contribution to maintaining 
our countryside. He had meant to bring along a 
pig, but finding that problematic, used a paper 
model in a ramshackle but fun presentation that 
made his point in no uncertain way -that once 
one had factored in all the costs of feeding and 
caring for a pig there was no way this could be 
recouped through the price people would be 
prepared to pay for pork. He was one of the old 
breed of real Chiltern farmers and he will be 
sorely missed.  Tony Marshall 
 

LINKS 
RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch 
The results and their top ten can be seen and 
compared with your own garden bird regulars at: 
http://www.rspb.org.uk/birdwatch/results 

Wanted: Dungpat watchers 

See the Dungflies website for ways of putting 
Prestwood on the Dungfly map. 
http://www.dungflies.info  

OPT for two  

Read about the organisation researching the 
environmental effects of population growth.  
http://www.optimumpopulation.org   
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
June 2009 

7 Sunday 11am-4pm Farm Sunday Hampden Bottom Farm.  Regular guided walks. 
13 Saturday Wildlife Day County Museum, Aylesbury.  Displays of all kinds of natural history. 
21 Sunday 11am Butterfly Walk (Wycombe Wildlife Group event) Perks Lane Picnic Site Hampden 
Road (SU866991).  Contact leader Paul Bowyer on 01628 526225 
27 Saturday 7am-10am Birds Meet Perks Lane Picnic Site, share cars to travel to Wendover. Leader 
Mike Collard. Bring binoculars. 
28 Sunday 9am-noon Boug’s Meadow scything & other work Free parking at Link Road car park, Great 
Missenden. 
 
July 2009 

1 Wednesday 9pm-11pm Crepuscular walk including glow-worms, bats.  Hampden Bottom Farm (park at 
farm).  Leaders Ian Waller, Ian Taylor.   
12 Sunday 9am-noon Boug’s Meadow scything & other work Free parking at Link Road car park, Great 
Missenden.  
 
August 2009 

1 Saturday 9am-noon Work party at Angling Spring Wood Fence and scrub removal. Meet at gate by 
main road. 
9 Sunday 2-5pm Old trees and Hedges Training event. Little Hampden. Meet at car park opposite Rising 
Sun PH. Leader Tony Marshall.   
16 Sunday 9am-noon Boug’s Meadow scything & other work Free parking at Link Road car park, Great 
Missenden.  
29 Saturday 8.30pm onwards Moths at Perks Lane Picnic Site. Parking on site. Leader Paul Bowyer.  
 
September 2009 

5 Saturday 9am-noon Work party at Angling Spring Wood Fence and scrub removal. Meet at gate by 
main road. 
19 Saturday 9am-noon Mowing & scything at Kiln Common Orchard Leaders Tony Marshall & George 
Lewis.  Entry from Greenlands Lane. 
27 Sunday 9am-noon Boug’s Meadow scything & other work Free parking at Link Road car park, Great 
Missenden.  
 
 

CONTACTS 
 

Chair John Obee 865564 Children’s WATCH activities Gaye Pickard 865250 or Lesley Stoner 890128 
Project Coordinator Chris Bartlett 864178 admin@prestwoodnature.org.uk 
Programme Secretary Ian Taylor 890653 Membership Secretary Jenny Smith 866426 
Treasurer Fiona Grant fcgrant@tiscali.co.uk  Wildlife Records Tony Marshall 864251 ecorocker@gmail.com    
Other council members Joy Mead 864011 Vanessa Rickett 866516 Ian Waller 488567 
 

Newsletter Editor Val Marshall 864251 valmarshall@waitrose.com 
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